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Letter from the Editor 
 
Maybe it was the challenge of flight, the opportunity to fly, the competition of summer 
camp and the inspiration and discipline of West Point. I think all of those things helped 
me to develop a dedication and inspired me to get ahead. - Buzz Aldrin 
 
Is it hot enough for you yet? Summer is the official start for sitting in the backyard, 
laptop in hand, and a nice sparkling water in the other. Time to enjoy these long days of 
summer by writing a good short story or personal essay!  
 
Some will argue that summer flies by too quickly. And for some, I mean the kiddos who 
are happy they don't have any homework and can enjoy being outside all day. Other 
students would say it drags on and on because some activities get old after a while. That's 
why writing is the best! Each time you sit down at the computer, it is a new adventure. 
You can begin in the middle of a chapter of your book, or change things up and write a 
bunch of short stories. 
 
You'll want to have a bunch of pieces on hand to submit to! While the year may be half 
over, there are still plenty of contests and anthologies to submit before the end of the 
year. Get inspired by reading what other winning writers are grilling up in their 
backyards these past few months. Then find a contest listed at the end of the magazine to 
submit to! 
 
A few tips for when you are submitting to contests. Be sure to adhere to all the contests' 
rules. Something that may seem unnecessary is so! Those reviewing pieces for contests 
only have so many hours in a day to read the hundreds of submissions they receive. 
Those who are super strict won't even bother to read a piece if it is in the wrong format or 
doesn't apply to the contests' rules. This delays your time too because while you're 
waiting to hear back from them, you could be submitting your piece to a magazine or 
contest that it is better suited for. 
 
Keep in mind the cost to enter a contest. I like to first exhaust all the free contests there 
are to. Next, go after the ones that are cheap, no more than ten dollars. As a rule of 
thumb, I choose not to participate in contests that cost more than $20 no matter the 
winning prize of the contest. Too rich for my blood! Plus, as a personal preference, I 
rather have my piece published and not receive anything more than the satisfaction of 
being a published author! 
 
So sit back, enjoy the summertime heat, and get to some reading and writing! 
Dani & The Book Smuggler's Den Community 
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Rain and Pain 
By Eric D. Goodman 

 
There were memories lodged in the corners of Ketchum’s mind that he’d rather not bring 
to light. He’d served as a marine in two wars. Did time in Iraq, then in Afghanistan. He’d 
killed men. People he’d known as friends had fallen at his side. Ketchum had seen 
terrible things. But he’d never experienced anything quite like this. 
 
His watch read just past midnight, and already they’d shot down more than three dozen 
exotic animals. He’d personally shot bears, wolves, lions, cougars, tigers and leopards in 
those first several hours. Truth was, in some ways he’d rather be shooting people than 
these animals. At least people at war understood they were at war. These creatures were 
noble, just to look at them, and innocent. They didn’t ask to be put in this situation. They 
were draftees, so to speak. 
 
But Ketchum was quick to remind himself that innocence was relative. The animals were 
designed to kill and eat. If he didn’t have a gun, and if he didn’t shoot the animals, no 
doubt these animals would be eating people. Ketchum knew that not one of the animals 
would think twice about eating his own guts out as he screamed for them to stop. 
Innocent? Not exactly. Just doing what God designed them to do. 
 
“Oh, shit.” Chuck extended his hand to catch the droplets. “Just what we need." 
 
The rain began as a light drizzle, barely noticeable under the canopy of trees. They were 
in the woods, at the edge where the trees met the grass and the grass met Route 23. They 
hunted a tiger. 
 
“The rain will make him harder to track,” Jackson said. 
 
“Maybe we should get back to the car,” Chuck suggested. “Now that the tiger and 
animals have the advantage.” 
 
“I don’t think so.” Ketchum spit out tobacco juice. “It’s just a little water. And we’re 
dealing with animals that are used to living in cages. Maybe. 
 
“Who has the advantage really just comes down to who takes who by surprise,” Jackson 
said. The animal expert looked nervous. Ketchum could see the rifle shaking in his hands. 
Or maybe Jackson was just cold, with the onset of the rain. Now it poured. 
 
“Then we better keep a careful watch.” Ketchum looked attentively about them. 
“Besides, we’re halfway to the rendezvous point by now. If we keep going, we’ll meet up 
with Roscoe sooner than we’d be able to get back to the vehicle.” 
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The rain grew heavier, pounding down through the branches. Ketchum imagined this 
must have been what it was like for Sammy Johnson in the jungles of Vietnam. 
 
A snap echoed, a rustle from deep within the woods where the only thing they could see 
was darkness. 
 
“What’s that?” Chuck asked. They all aimed their guns. 
 
Ketchum looked through the night vision goggles. “A deer,” he said. Everyone sighed. 
“Just a deer.” 
 
It wasn’t until a moment after everyone let down their guard that Ketchum realized . . . 
maybe they shouldn’t have. He heard it before he saw it—a growl and the sound of 
branches breaking and leaves crunching, a body falling and bone cracking. They all 
looked back and saw the eyes reflecting. But the eyes were not looking at them; they 
were focused on the deer. The deer was on the ground, a tiger ripping at its flesh. 
 
Jackson—animal activist though he may be—was the first to fire toward the shadows. 
Chuck and Ketchum fired, too. It angered the tiger, and the large cat ran in their direction. 
They could see it clearer now that it had come closer, rain soaking its fur, falling onto its 
face. They fired again, and it fell, just like the deer behind it. The deer seemed a needless 
kill, the meat uneaten.  
 
“That’s one more.” The way Ketchum saw it, the tiger was a needless kill, too. 
 
“Yup,” Chuck agreed. None of them seemed very happy about their progress. 
 
They heard another crackling in the woods. It came from in front of them. Startled, their 
raised their weapons. Ketchum peered through the goggles. “It’s Roscoe.” They all 
sighed.  
 
“That you, Chuck?” Roscoe asked.  
 
“Yup,” Chuck called back.  
 
The men came together. Roscoe greeted them “Leland and me got us a bobcat back a 
ways. Sounds like you got something, too.” 
 
Regret burdened Jackson’s voice. “A Bengal.”  
 
Leland sighed. “It’s a shame.” The rain poured down on Leland’s leather fedora so hard 
that the heavy brim drooped, adding to his sad appearance. Leland put a hand on 
Jackson’s back, water splashing off and hitting Ketchum in the face. “A necessary 
shame.”  
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Chuck and Roscoe nodded, their heads hanging like the water-heavy tree limbs all around 
them. 
 
“Guess so.” Jackson looked Leland in the eye.  
 
Ketchum pushed through the two animal experts. “Don’t make me cry. We’ve got us 
more cat to kill.” But the truth was, the scene even penetrated Ketchum’s hard shell.  
 
The rain splattered loudly on and around them. Ketchum spoke, just to get everyone’s 
minds off of the tiger and bobcat and all the other kills. “I remember a kid in 
Afghanistan.” 
 
“Here we go, another war story,” Chuck cracked. But Ketchum knew Chuck didn’t mean 
it. 
 
“This kid had an animal, did he?” Jackson asked. 
 
“No, it ain’t an animal story. Got enough of those here.” Ketchum spoke only loud 
enough for the guys to hear, in a hushed voice. He remained focused on their 
surroundings, alert to any animals. “So, anyway, while I was over there, I used to go to a 
local market where I knew a kid I’d buy nuts and fruits from. Freshly shelled almonds, 
walnuts, pistachios and sun-dried apricots and dates. Got my fill of military food at camp. 
But, you know, that got old. Besides, I liked trying out the local favorites when I was 
overseas, and getting face to face with local people—the people we were there to 
protect.” Ketchum felt a little silly now. Truth was, he only went there because they sent 
him. He only joined because he didn’t know what else to do.  
 
“Anyway, this kid who sold me the fruit and nut mixes . . .” Ketchum spit. 
 
“What was his name?” Leland asked. 
 
“I never got the kid’s name. Would you guys shut up and let me tell the story?” 
 
“Well, hurry up and tell it,” Roscoe said. 
 
“The boy was probably about fifteen, sixteen years old. His parents owned the business, I 
guess, whether they farmed the food themselves or bought it from a local wholesaler, 
whether they owned the stall where they sold their goods or rented it or just occupied it. I 
don’t really know how the system worked. I just bought the damn snacks from the kid.” 
 
The rain continued to patter against their hats and shoulders, their guns and noses. As 
Ketchum talked in his calm voice, they all watched cautiously for signs of animals. They 
knew a tiger and cheetah still waited for them in here, at least—a tiger and cheetah had 
been spotted and called in by residents in the area, in addition to the tiger and bobcat they 
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already shot. Ketchum’s muted story served as their background music, but their eyes 
remained alert as they looked in all directions for their prey. 
 
“So one day, there’s a battle, and I’m there in the thick of it, and who do I see facing me 
down with a machine gun at his side?” 
 
“The kid,” Roscoe guessed. 
 
“The kid,” Ketchum confirmed. “The look on his face—I could see it clear as day—when 
he saw me, it was just confusion and shock. He was about to kill me, I know it—if it had 
been any other guy, he would have shot me dead right then and there. But I guess he felt 
like he knew me, so he turned and starting shooting at other guys. But these guys were 
my buddies and my brothers, and I couldn’t let him do it. So I did what I had to do. I took 
him out.” 
 
“That’s raw,” Chuck said. 
 
More raw than Chuck could understand. Ketchum had felt the boy’s eyes on him, had 
known that if he’d looked into the boy’s eyes again, he would have had to let the boy go. 
Let him go to kill his friends and brothers. Ketchum didn’t just take out the boy. He took 
out the boy’s dumbfounded stare. Watched numbly as the boy’s face exploded in blood, 
one pleading eye blown away, the other left lifeless. The boy fell onto the dusty ground, 
blood oozing from where his eye had been and clumping the sand beneath him. 
 
“I felt like I betrayed the kid. But that’s plain stupid, because he was just some kid who 
sold nuts and fruits, not a friend or anything. But he spared my life, and I didn’t spare 
his.” 
 
“He was killing your allies,” Jackson said. “You were just doing what you had to.” 
 
Ketchum stopped walking and looked Jackson square in the eye. “Exactly.” 
 
Jackson took a step back from Ketchum’s intense stare and nodded. Ketchum looked at 
Leland. Leland turned his gaze into the dark of the rainy forest. Ketchum shook the rain 
off his cap and moved forward. 
 
With the help of night vision binoculars, Leland picked up the trail of the cheetah. The 
tracks left in the mud were now paw-shaped puddles, trampled grass and leaves and 
sticks. They followed the trail, and before long, they found the cheetah deeper in the 
woods—although these woods were not deep, cut away by freeways and housing 
developments. They found the cheetah crouching under the cover of trees. It didn’t attack 
them, perhaps thinking it could go undetected, or hoping it would be left alone. Or, more 
likely, waiting for the right moment to catch one of them off guard and pounce.  
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Ketchum could see the cheetah’s eyes; they pleaded for mercy. Chuck and Roscoe 
opened fire. Blood exploded on the cheetah’s neck, shoulder and back, between his right 
eye and ear. From where Ketchum stood, he could see what was left of the cheetah’s 
remaining eye, lifeless. Ketchum and Roscoe and Jackson and Chuck and Leland stood 
over the dead cheetah. The rain washed blood off its coat and onto the muddy leaves.  
 
The others cursed the rain, but Ketchum didn’t mind it. He wished it would stop, but 
knew that it could be far worse. Ketchum remembered being in the desert, in the 
scorching heat of the yellow sun, the dry sand, always thirsty, praying against all odds for 
just a little bit of rain, rain that would never come. He remembered thinking, then, that he 
wished he could trade Afghanistan for Vietnam, trade the dry, harsh desert for the lush 
green jungle. It didn’t occur to him—during the war—to wish for trading war for peace. 
He just wanted to trade one set of surroundings for another. Even now, Ketchum realized 
he would never really know what it was like in Vietnam, not the way Sammy Johnson 
did, not the way countless others did during that long and drawn-out conflict. But he 
imagined now, as they trudged through the muddy ground in the trees under the heavy 
rain, that maybe this was something like Vietnam. Maybe this was how it was, to be at 
war surrounded by water and leaf, tree and mud. And he realized that it was not better. It 
was different, and that was all. War was war. And however you looked at it, wherever 
you stood—in desert sand or muddy jungle—war was bullshit. 
 
“Bagged us a cheetah,” Ketchum said with gusto. He brought himself back to the 
moment. “Add that to the running tally. What’s next, Siberian tiger?” 
 
Ketchum talked tough in front of the guys—just who he was. But when he looked into 
the face of the dead cheetah and saw the one remaining eye, he remembered the boy’s 
eyes. That look of raw shock, of betrayal, the look that asked, Why are you shooting me 
when I spared you? A look he didn’t even think was real, not one that he saw with his 
own eyes, anyway. But he couldn’t be sure. Is it something I saw for a split second, or 
just something imagined that I’ll remember for years? Does it make a difference?  
 
The dispatcher came over the Sheriff’s radio. “Roscoe?” 
 
“What is it, Delores?” 
 
“Lions spotted in the city, north side. And a woman reported missing, no body found.” 
 
“Send Tom and Toby.” 
 
“They’re already downtown with Morris on another call. Some giant cat—weren’t sure 
whether it was a tiger or a lion.” 
 
“All right.” Roscoe looked at the men. “Jackson, you think you’ll be able to find the other 
tiger?” 
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“Not sure, but I can keep trying.” 
 
“Good.” Roscoe nodded. “How you doing, Ketchum?” 
 
"Just dandy.” Ketchum cracked a smile. “Ready to shoot me a Siberian.” 
 
“All right.” Roscoe put a hand on Ketchum’s wet shoulder. “You two stay here and see if 
you can track down the Siberian. Leland, Chuck, why don’t we go look for those 
lions.”They agreed. Roscoe, Leland and Chuck wished Ketchum and Jackson luck and 
headed forward in the direction of the car. Tom and Toby and Morris must have been 
downtown by now, hunting the urban jungle for a giant cat. It wasn’t long after they split 
up that Jackson found the remains of a monkey in the muddy brush. Nearby, the imprint 
of a cat where it had rested in the leaves and dirt, feeding. Then, paw prints. 
 
“At least it already ate,” Ketchum said. 
 
“That’s something,” Jackson admitted. “But not enough to rest easy on. A Siberian tiger 
is the largest cat in the wild. It can eat a lot of meat. That chimp was just an appetizer.” 
 
“Good to know.” Ketchum made light of the fear that held them together. The leaves 
made it slippery in the wet mud underfoot. Ketchum wondered whether hunting the 
Siberian in his natural habitat might be more fitting. To snowshoe through the white 
terrain in search of the orange-and-black-striped prey. 
 
Ketchum suspected the climate would have its own miseries. Numb fingers and toes. 
That terrible feeling of cold flesh against metal. Shivers in the frigid air. Rain or shine, 
sand or mud, snow or clear skies, there seemed no such thing as perfect weather for war.  
 
In the darkness ahead, they heard a rustling of leaves, a deep growl. Eyes reflected the 
moonlight back to them. They found the tiger. There was no denying the cat’s eyes, 
boring into him, asking for mercy. The tiger remained in the brush, crouched in a 
defensive position. The tiger looked confused, unsure, as though all it really wanted was 
to go home. Ketchum and Jackson readied their assault rifles. Swallowing the 
gut-wrenching sensation, Ketchum aimed right into the boy’s pleading eyes and fired. 
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(Go) Round and Round 
By Brad Kelly 

 
As she ate her sugary cereal, during her grand rebellion against dolls and the 

scabbiest knees of her life, Talia remembered the people she knew from a time before all 
this. A mother distant-eyed and radiant and hilarious—the one she lived with now 
tyrannical and peevish—and a father much like this one, rough-handed and simple and 
kind. And memories of a forested skyline imposed over the sparse backyard she saw from 
her bedroom window. And her neck aching at night and this stooping her over through 
the day until she held a tiny, private space at her chest, where she kept her past life as if 
safe in a heavy locket. No one believed her. Not mom or dad, not the doctor or her 
friends. Her life up till now like a glacial calving, like a tremendous mountain of ice 
splitting up… 
 
Between cities, the country groaned under its own weight. Talia thought of it as a vast 
theater after the curtain has dropped—quiet and empty and echoing as they trundled 
across it very small and slow. Sometimes there were hills or a stand of trees far off the 
road as if painted on the backdrop, sometimes the rocks and rivers were practically under 
their wheels. 
 
She didn’t sleep well on the bus. She’d nod out for an hour or two in the cramped seat 
and then they’d hit a bump that stabbed her with the armrest, or a siren would flood by, or 
a child would begin to scream. Always a moment of uncertainty about where she was, a 
landscape passing by with no reference in the wildly inaccurate map in her head. The 
skies were gray, as they’d been the entire trip, but she could tell it was the morning by a 
whiteness in the light and the taste in her mouth. 
Beside her, in the aisle seat, sat a creature that must have slipped aboard in the night. He 
was forty-something going on sixty and pieces were beginning to fall off. His rail-thin 
arms were like prosthetics jutting from his sleeveless T and his shoulder-length hair, 
composed of mostly ash and a few sun-faded beads, partially hid a disfigured ear. He 
looked at Talia with pea-soup eyes, smiling secretively with slimy teeth. His name was 
Gary, she guessed, but he’d changed it to Moon or Zap or Lake Trout. 
 
“You look like my daughter when you’re sleeping,” he said. “She fourteen now, how old 
are you?” 
 
The plan was to make the entire trip without saying a word. But in her travels so far, 
Talia had come to understand that she’ll be next to this man all day. If she didn’t respond 
now, the awkwardness would swell up like a balloon. It is how the woman who claims to 
be her mother would handle the situation, though. She’d sit stiff-lipped and fume and 
then gab bitterly about this seatmate to her friends for the next three weeks. Still, Talia 
felt she’d rather let a fart squeak through, or a garlicky burp, than say anything that might 
expose her. 
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“I’m twenty—” 
 
“She fourteen. Going to see her. First time on the same side of glass since she was too 
young to know who I was.” 
 
“Prison?” Talia asked. She had never met anyone who’d been in prison. She tried to sink 
through the fabric of the seats. 
“Almost twelve years. Not sure if I was ready, but some point they gotsta let you go. Bar 
fight. Could have happened to anyone.” 
 
“I’ve never been in a bar fight.” 
 
“That’s ‘coz you full of love, dear,” he said, reaching into the tiny private space at her 
chest to point at her heart. She froze tight. “I’m working on that. Got all the hate almost 
out of me.” 
 
The bus began to climb with a strained rumble down in its bowels. Up out of the flats and 
into the hills. 
 
“Where you headed?” he asked. 
 
She had pored over maps in recent years, seeking a name that struck her, googling images 
of places for something that resonated. She had died as a child and never knew, or nearly 
forgot the irrelevancy in the bardo, the word that meant her real home. 
 
“Oregon,” she said, timidly, a shake to it. “The Dalles?” 
“Oh. . .ways to go yet.” 
 
Four rows behind them, and on the other side of the aisle, a young woman whistled a 
three note tune. 
 
“Guuuuuaaaood morning!” she said. “This is Vonda Carlson, your host for 
Transcontinental Today. Today on Today, we’ll be talking with passenger 11A, plus 
news and weather, and I’ve got a fantastic fall pie recipe your family will go bananas 
over. Outside, it’s about 54 degrees, and we’ve got a day of clouds and rocks and wind. 
Be sure to stay hydrated folks, whether you’re eating a bag of pretzels for breakfast or 
just staring out the window.” 
 
Talia walked past Vonda during the show once, on her way to the overflowing toilet, and 
watched for a moment as this thirtyish woman with a smart navy blazer and a blonde 
hairdo she’d glazed into a power-lunch helmet spoke into her mobile like a microphone 
with a meteorologist’s accent. She’d been working her way up to row 10, where Talia sat. 
No one has refused to chat with her. 
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“As you know, Transcontinental Today is dedicated to bringing you candid interviews 
with your fellow passengers. If you know a story you’d like us to cover, please stop by 
row 14 and meet with our producer—Vonda Carlson!” 
 
Talia put in headphones. She’d been listening to a book on tape about Buddhism because 
they were the ones that believed in reincarnation. It didn’t make much sense to her, 
though some of the lines were beautiful and a few of the words made her feel a little less 
afraid. She wanted a technical explanation, the wisdom of someone who knew what she 
knew but could put names to it and tell her how to find her real home. Within moments, 
the battery died and the tiny screen went blank. She thonked out the earbuds in a huff, 
wrapped them up, jammed them into her bag. 
 
“Hey, young lady,” Gary Moon said. “Anything to eat?” 
 
### 
 
At dinner, squeezing ketchup for the meatloaf: “You’re not my real parents. Why don’t 
you tell me where my real parents are?” 
 
Her mother: “You leave and you can’t come back. Walkout that fucking door and that’s 
the second I stop worrying about your stupid ass.” 
 
Crying: “You’re scaring me. Do you hear that Talia? You’re scaring us and all we ever 
wanted was to—” 
 
Packing the bag that now lives at her feet: “If I lie about this even once, it’ll be like I 
never believed it in the first place.” 
 
### 
 
She’d brought some hygiene products and a couple changes of clothes, a grocery bag of 
dwindling snacks tied up like Chinese take-out. In the front pocket, she had a notebook 
half-full of memories from back then: images and smells and moments that had appeared 
fully-formed in her head. There were two hundred dollars—a gift from ‘Dad’—hidden in 
the tongue of her shoe. She did not bring anything of sentiment but some music on the 
player and a few stains on her clothes. 
 
Talia gave Gary Moon a package of honey roasted cashews and split her frosted 
cinnamon bun in half. Something about being on the road made her want to eat nothing 
but sugar and salt. She managed the hand-over steady at the controls, undilutedly herself, 
but it was like she could still feel the finger that pointed at her heart, accusing her of a 
subterfuge and a holding back his words taken honestly did not speak. Gary Moon ate the 
nuts peckishly and then poured the remnants into his grimy paw and tossed them into his 
mouth. 
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“They say my daughter got diabetes. Has to stick a needle in her arm every day.” 
Talia imagined a syringe stabbing through her skin, a tiny periscope probing her interior. 
Gooseflesh pebbled her arm. 
 
“Say she fearless about it. Say she doesn’t think twice. Eight years old, don’t need no 
help. I say it ain’t a good thing to not be afraid of. You ever try heroin?” 
 
“You know. . .not really.” 
 
Gary chuckled at this like she’d never tried ice cream, never kissed a boy. He tossed his 
half of the cinnamon bun in his mouth, chewed it once or twice, and swallowed the whole 
thing like a big, gooey pill. Talia moved to put the earbuds back in, hoping that even with 
Gary Moon’s twelve years of stonehouse isolation he’d take this as a sign to keep to 
himself. 
 
“So what you tripping on?” he asked, still smacking his lips. 
 
“Excuse me?” 
 
“White folks would say it: ‘And what’s the reason for your trip, ma’am?’” 
 
Talia looked back through the space between seats, trying to glimpse Vonda Carlson. 
Passenger 11A was telling her about a car wash her nephew owns and the job she’ll have 
when she arrives. “Been looking for work a long time,” said 11A. 
“Did you try the last place you left it?” Vonda asked, a cheerful, morning-voiced jibe. 
 
Talia fought back a shivering and looked out the window to slip from under Gary’s 
muddy eyes. Clouds, rocks, a cloud-dense sky. Just as Vonda had said. 
 
“Funeral. . .birthday. . .headed to see your great aunt Tilly before she passes from this 
vale?” 
 
“You. . .you wouldn’t believe me if I told you.” 
 
“Oh, sister. . . I can believe all kinds of things on a day like today.” 
 
### 
 
She wouldn’t touch his thingie no matter what he said. Gross and wrong and the pit in her 
stomach that was partly wanting to do it. She was allowed to say no, that much she knew. 
And apparently he was allowed to push her into the gulch, her head was allowed to strike 
a rock and the three vertebrae of her neck were allowed to pop in quick succession like 
ripping off buttons. And she was also allowed to lie there blinking a long time. More 
moments than simply one as the darkening blur seeped in. And her father was allowed to 
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rush to the rim up there and pull at his hair and scream. And then the light, the 
slow-pulsing crystal of her hereness, was allowed to flood from her all at once. 
 
### 
 
A truck stop in a flat town so wind-torn the ramshackle buildings leaned to the east. 
Buying fried drumsticks and mozzarella sticks in a cardboard tray and Gary angling for a 
bite like a courteous vulture. She blew the dust from her can of orange soda and watched 
the day burning off out at its fringe, dusk coming over the hills like locusts. Back on the 
bus with three hours until another stop, maybe four. She looked out the window for 
something in the way of things, and as night grew she found a solace out there in the 
star-paled space between rocks, in imagined lean-tos hidden from the road where she 
could live until her grocery bag of snacks ran out and it got cold. She had not counted on 
the loneliness and confinement of this trip, the way one insulates the other. She’d thought 
the nervousness and withdrawal would cease and she’d glide across these vast roads 
knowing exactly who she is. 
 
Gary Moon slept with an impressive dexterity and depth. She almost admired it, the way 
he fell out of consciousness like a rock into a bucket. The afternoon had proved him 
harmless, entertaining even, and now that he was out she sympathized with him. Felt 
something cold and flat like sadness. 
 
“WHOOOMF. . .wuddawuddawuddawuddaWHOOMF.” 
 
It was Vonda Carlson again, introducing her hard-hitting evening program “Realities with 
Vonda Carlson,” a mix of feature-style reporting on phenomena from Vonda’s life—the 
dangers of gluten, discrimination against childless women, a purported expose on the 
dubious benefits of her current medication—and pressing interviews with passengers 
slightly less lucky than those in the seat beside them. Soon, it will be Talia in the hot seat; 
no one has refused yet. Even the eight year old in row 14 came on Realities and divulged 
his goblin-like penchant for eating marshmallow cream out of the jar with his bare hands. 
Even Cowboy Bob had a misty-eyed moment talking about his Stage 3 mother. Talia 
scanned ahead for openings near the front. 
 
Vonda Carlson asked passenger 11A how her life had changed since the divorce, whether 
she felt she could ever love again, what would become of the child she’d left with the 
father back in Ohio. Talia’s real father lived somewhere near the woods. His worn hands 
would tussle her hair and then set it straight again—curly then, the sun shining off it like 
copper. He would take her round to all the things growing in their yard with his big hand 
enveloping hers. He would tell her the name of every cloud. 
 
### 
 
“But you’re my damn daughter,” he said. “I was there. . .” 
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And eavesdropped through late-night walls. Aunt Dorie, Mom: “Maybe she’s right. I tell 
you what, that girl wasn’t my idea.” “Oh, come on.” “It’s not enough I lie to her I’m 
supposed to lie to you, too?” 
 
To Cassie: “I just want you to believe me. You’re my friend, we’re supposed to be on 
each other’s side.” 
 
### 
 
“Guuuuuaaaood morning! This is Vonda Carlson, your host for Transcontinental Today. 
Today on Today, we’ll be talking with passenger 10B, plus news and weather, and I’ve 
got an inventive new use for all those cigarette butts that will blow your mind. Outside, 
it’s about 52 degrees, but the forecast today calls for trees and boredom and perhaps a 
moment of harrowing introspection…” 
Talia woke to this and saw Gary Moon staring absently at the back of the seat. She dug 
something sandy out of her eye, shifted to let a cascade of pins course her arm. 
 
“What did she say?” Talia asked. 
 
“Who?” 
 
“Vonda.” 
 
“I don’t know who that is.” 
 
“Okay,” Talia said. “Uh, how did you sleep?” 
 
“Like I might never come back. You?” 
 
“I never get more than halfway there on the bus. Dreaming without sleeping.” 
Waking up always held a tension of unreality, like she were now in some dream above or 
below the other and would momentarily wake again. 
 
“That’s crazy talk,” Gary said, his mouth half full of something. “You believe in angels?” 
 
“I don’t know I—” 
 
“Saw one twice. Last time was the day before my arrangement. . .I’m shotgunning beers 
with Fred out back of his junkyard. Now Fred, he’ll claim he didn’t see nothing, but I tell 
you there it was. . .Stretched from one end of the county to the other. Shaped like a 
tear-drop, curving as it flew. Same colors you see on a little oil-sheen in the parking 
lot—shifting, green like a bottle fly, purple like a beetle.” 
 
At the break, they got out at a truck stop hewn together from logs. Talia pretended to 
smoke a cigarette, like half the bus was doing for real. She flexed her knees and 
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straightened her beaver brown hair in the dusty aluminum of the bus with finger-nails 
chipped to reveal their native pink. 
 
It seemed she was exactly where she ought to be. All of them—Gary and Vonda, the 
driver there stubbing out his smoke, the wiry owner of the road-side store even—buying 
a proposition to which they had no say, steered through their time here by a part of 
themselves they did not control. And what would they be if they were to pretend 
otherwise. She watched them file onto the bus, knowing which way to stagger without a 
thought. She could bail out at the next crossroad; there is always some crossroad to bail 
out at, but then you will never get there. 
 
### 
 
After dusk, Vonda interviewed Gary Moon and he spoke redneck eloquence about 
dull-edged survival in the joint—a scar cut into his chest by the honed edge of a butter 
knife, solitary confinement like being tightly swaddled in dark wool and left to argue 
with yourself. He said there are angels flying over us and through us all the time and that 
they know you better than you know yourself, but you are not allowed to ask them 
questions. You have to simply see them and know. Vonda asked him what he would say 
to those who thought him crazy and he said that well, then, the moment he went crazy is 
when he found peace. 
 
“How was the old dodger?” he asked Talia, coming back to his seat. 
 
“Good. You’re good at that.” 
 
“N.A., we share all the time.” 
 
“N A?” 
 
“Narcotics Anonymous. I thought those’d be the guys inside that knew how to get dope, 
you know. Turns out there was a higher authority running things. . .You know what you 
learn in there? What I learned?” 
 
“No. . .I. . .” 
 
“Everyone itchy. Moment you’re born you’re wanting something, thinking it can be 
different than it is right now. Mine was drugs until I learned inside to sit still. That young 
lady back there. . . her itch, I don’t know—attention, maybe. That’s fine. Maybe it’s 
wanting to know people. Everybody, you gotta scratch, see. That’s humannessity. But 
you gotta try to keep your nails trimmed.” He held up a hundred year old hand with 
perfectly clipped nails. “Or you’ll scratch right through to your insides.” 
 
At their midnight stop, Cowboy Bob in the back row—a sharp tanline on his skinny arms, 
spurs jangling on his boots, a hat the size of a pumpkin—kneeled in the aisle and 
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wretched. A man dressed like Robin Hood tried to pull him to the toilet, but he broke 
loose, hacking and sobbing—no, laughing—and sprinted for the front. The lights came 
on and the driver—a rangy whisker of a man with yawning eyes—stood to stop him, but 
Cowboy Bob blew by and crazied all over the parking lot. The passengers cowled their 
eyes at the glass to watch and Talia had the best view of all as he staggered beneath her 
window—moving as though chased by wasps—and dropped to a knee, tearing items 
from his pockets and casting them to the ground like they had become extremely hot. He 
stood again and stalked a car for a moment, careful to stay out of its view, and finally 
lunged to tear free a side mirror and dash it ineptly against the window. 
 
In his interview on Realities, Cowboy Bob had talked about working oil rigs, about how 
he needed to sweat to keep things from accumulating. He’d gone first or second and 
thought the show was some complicated flirtation. He was bursting out of his pants from 
months in the field but eventually settled down and said he was ready to move on to 
better things, that as far as he was concerned, he’d filled his nostrils with all the oil he 
cared to smell. 
 
When the cops showed, Cowboy Bob was standing waist deep in a dumpster throwing 
trash out like he was bailing water from his sinking dinghy. They dragged him out, 
slammed to the pavement, wrenched his arms behind him. And then the bus was moving 
again and Talia could taste something bitterly metallic on her tongue that was the fact 
they were leaving him behind. That he couldn’t handle the accumulation any longer and 
though they had to move on, he had to stay here in Bumfuck, Wyorado and it would be 
the worst night of his life, barely memorable to her years from now. 
 
She fell asleep with her eyes on the sliver of the moon and dreamed about watching it 
slide effortless from behind those tall trees that framed her backyard, dreamed she was 
tucked-in and home and warm. 
 
### 
 
The sunrise, finally, was beautiful. Talia couldn’t recall ever really seeing it back in the 
suburbs. It seemed like to footage to her, the latest in laser-tech, the H-ist of Ds, as it 
came up and the edge of daylight slithered across the hardpan. She watched until the 
world lingered purple when she looked away. 
 
Vonda cleared her throat and, after half a minute, cleared it again. It was Talia’s turn. 
Gary Moon made room for her to access the aisle and it seemed a lot of eyes were on her 
walking the few steps to Vonda’s “studio.” Talia thought she’d been a nearly invisible 
passenger, but every glance spoke of some association. The young squirrel in row 10, the 
girl all alone, the highway orphan. If you lie about something like this, then you must 
have never believed it to begin with. 
 
Vonda and Talia exchanged pleasantries and then the host asked her name. 
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“They call me Talia, but . . .” 
 
“Talia Butt?” she interjected with a clever grin. 
 
“They call me Talia, but I can’t remember my real name. I’m on my way home.” 
 
“We’ve seen you on the line for a long time, where is home?” 
 
Talia, in the aisle seat, leaned out to look around. The man in his Robin Hood outfit, a 
moccasin boot jutted out and a wad of blackish gum stuck to the sole. Gary Moon turned 
and looking back at her as though he’d never seen her before in his life, as if she was 
something materialized from a dimly remembered dream. 
 
“Talia? Where is home?” 
 
“I don’t know, really. I don’t know where I’m going. I lived before this life, is the only 
way I can put it.” 
 
“You believe you’ve reincarnated?” 
 
“You would too, if things felt like this to you.” 
 
“That’s amazing,” Vonda said. “And how will you know when you’ve found it? What 
will you do?” 
 
### 
 
In the afternoon, just over the line into Oregon, she bought hamburgers for herself and 
Gary and they ate them in the seat as the bus pulled out of the lot. There was a new driver 
or the old driver had reverted in age a decade. Gary had come to rattling off errant towns 
he’d seen in his day. At first, quizzing Talia whether she knew of them, but now just 
mumbling their names like they were a mantra that proved he’d taken some route in this 
world. The country now not so much a theater but a poem: Green River, Hampstead, 
Elko, Praetoria, Bloomington, Corvallis, Rapid City. . . 
 
At dusk, the sun pink and orange and the bus as if drawn to it, Gary pointed out her 
window: 
 
“There’s one,” he said, referring to a blank patch of sky. One of his angels. 
 
“You see it there, big as an airship. You see it moving, you see it grooving, all of us right 
this second blessed or doomed, right?” 
 
“Where?” 
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“Right there, you can see it if you just look. You see it?” 
 
She looked and looked, tried seeing as if through his eyes. Nothing there but the empty 
sky draining of light. 
 
“I don’t see it, Gary. I’m looking, for real. I’m sure it’s absolutely beautiful.” 
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Branches Over The Stream 
By Barbara Milton 

Claire, a senior pre-med, no longer reads the Times.  The stories are too big, too far away. 
What can she do about all that bad news?  She’s taken to reading the local newspaper 
instead.  She used to skip the obits, but now she scans those as well, looking for people 
who died young, noting the illnesses that led to their deaths. About a month ago she 
noticed that a pretty Puerto Rican woman had died at thirty-two “after a long illness.” 
When Matt told her Ramon's mother had died, Claire recalled the face of the woman. 

Matt is also pre-med and, though only a freshman, the co-chair of Claire's Ecology Club. 
The two received a grant to lead an after-school program called “Schoolyard Ecology" at 
a middle school in the city.  Ramon is Matt's favorite student.  On the first day of the 
program, when the others were looking at living things, Ramon ran around picking up 
bottles and cans and trading them for Fritos at the corner store.  He slipped back into the 
group before Claire saw he was missing.  

He's the only kid Jim let's climb a tree and handle a saw to cut off dead branches. Jim is a 
landscape architect. He looks like Santa. He consults on the project and the kids call him 
Grandpa.  He wants to take them on a field trip to his woods in the country where he 
intends, one day, to build his dream home. For now he's content to explore the landscape, 
climbing up a small hill to take in the big picture and crouching to finger the rotting 
leaves on the ground.  

In the schoolyard he discusses different species of trees. The kids had never noticed there 
were any trees. Now they talk about them as if they were friends and trim them and prune 
them and look for wounds in their bark. 

On the day of the field trip, Jim rose at six in the morning to clear a trail through the 
woods for the children.  He designed it to wind past a dead possum, cross over a stream, 
pierce through a stand of old sugar maples and hardwoods, up the side of a waterfall and 
down to a bear track, ending up in a space Jim has cleared for his house. The weather 
forecast is cold.  

Matt and Claire leave the school at 2:30. Claire takes the six girls in her station wagon. 
Matt takes the six boys in a van.  They both know mixing genders would have created no 
problems but the father of one of the girls wouldn’t let her ride with a man.  

Claire laughs at the father referring to Matt as a man—the kind that would threaten 
someone, even a child--but Matt takes the man's comment in stride, he has bigger things 
to worry about. Before he can leave the city, he has to get Victor’s mother’s permission. 
Their apartment is on the corner where one fourteen-year old shot another and if Matt 
knows anything it's that he doesn't want to get shot.  What he does want is to get into 
Medical School. He took on this project because he will need the money but also because 
he wanted to help.  Now, he thinks, he could help more in a hospital letting the poor 
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come to him.  He wants to berate Victor, the plumpest, youngest kid in the group, for not 
getting his mother to sign the permission slip, but he restrains himself and Victor runs 
into his building.  

At a quarter past three Claire and the girls pull into Jim’s driveway.  Jim is waiting on the 
edge of the woods. Mary, a volunteer to the program, pulls in behind Claire and takes off 
her helmet and shakes out her gray waist-length hair. Her motorcycle is big and red and 
her enormous blue eyes express concern then delight.  She's brought a duffle filled with 
shoes, boots and gloves, and the girls, in their flimsy flats, grab whatever they can. 

Claire says she'll wait for the van, while Jim and Mary take the girls into the woods. At 
the edge of the woods, the girls pick out their walking sticks, which they first use to poke 
a dead possum.  

Standing on a rock the size of a sea turtle, Claire has plenty of time to imagine terrible 
things: the van being shot at on the way out of the neighborhood; an accident somewhere 
on the highway. She calls Matt on his cell phone, but he doesn't answer so Claire starts 
praying. She is not willing to give up her usual bargaining chips—chocolate for a year, a 
month, or a week, so she tries to put her fears in perspective.  She often fills waiting time 
with thoughts of disasters, yet not once have the dreaded moments occurred. So she lets 
her worry run into rage at Matt and his current incompetence. He's always so 
clumsy—physically, emotionally--and he pays no attention to details. She should have 
helped him decipher Jim’s map but she was in such a hurry to get the kids into the woods, 
where she was certain they would be transformed.  

Now, for the first time, the responsibility hits her.  What will she do if the van doesn’t 
show up? Will she go back to school and wait for it there?  How will she tell the principal 
that she lost six of his children?  How will she tell the parents she lost one of their sons? 
The school will be closed by the time she gets back. The parking lot will be dark. It's a 
terrible neighborhood. 

She thinks about the string of events leading up to this moment.  How hard she and Matt 
worked to raise the money for the program. They wrote and re-wrote and re-wrote the 
proposal. They found Jim, a professional, willing to work for a pittance. They brought in 
Mary, who had taught in the schools. They finagled an interview with a foundation for 
funds. They pushed the program though a logistical nightmare after which, not one kid 
signed up.  

So she and Matt set out to promote it, visiting classrooms, passing out candy.  Some kids 
came, some left, they got more.  To reward those who stayed, they promised a field trip 
and made up permission slips for parents to sign.  

"I'm going to have to sign it myself," Ramon said. 

"Why's that?" Claire asked. 
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"My parents are dead." 

Claire remembered what Matt had already told her and the photo of the Puerto Rican 
woman who died.  And the crisp white shirt Ramon wore the day of the funeral. He had 
skipped school but come to the program with the obit in his pocket in case the Principal 
caught him.  

He seemed eager to participate that day and when she asked the children to imitate 
something from nature, he hammered the air and growled out peals of thunder. But as the 
hammering and growling grew fiercer, Claire stepped in with a new activity. She passed 
out slips of paper for the children to vote on which plants they would put in the 
schoolyard. Then she gave them some options. 

"And don't look at each other's paper!" she said. "We want lots of variety."  

While she was talking, Ramon was playing with textbooks.  He turned one upside down 
and raised its spine toward the ceiling. He added another behind it creating a tunnel that 
he shoved his arm through, then in and out of. Matt, who was standing behind him, asked 
if the other kids found Ramon distracting. When they said yes, Matt reached over 
Ramon's shoulder and, rather violently, swept the books to the floor. 

They were large, hard-covered books and the noise startled everyone. Claire was stunned. 
On this day of all days. The kids looked scared as if one of them might be next. Matt's 
face flamed up in red blotches, but he recovered enough to touch Ramon's shoulder as he 
tried to launch a whole new discussion.  

The group wasn't interested in having a discussion. They yelled at Matt and told him he 
was wrong. Only Ramon sat perfectly still, focusing on his hands tightly clasped on the 
table. In a soft controlled voice, without being defensive, Ramon explained he'd been 
making a tent to keep his vote secret. 

At a quarter to four, the van turns onto Jim’s road.  Matt drives past Claire and parks next 
to her Highlander.  Victor bursts out of the van looking dizzy and green.  He throws up in 
some bushes, then bolts into the woods and all the boys, except Ramon, dash in behind 
him.  Ramon, strutting proudly in his new rubber boots, brings up the rear while Claire 
hangs back waiting for an explanation from Matt, who scurries past her to catch up with 
the children. 

Jim had laid branches over the trickling stream in an effort to keep the kids' shoes 
somewhat dry, but Ramon marches right through the water.  “Look guys!  They're 
waterproof!” 

Jim stands next to a sugar maple on the other side of the stream. Its gray bark crumbles 
like powder but thirty feet up is a huge hunk of sap that had seeped out last winter and 
frozen. "Maple syrup," Jim says, before moving on to the hemlocks, where he turns over 
a branchlet exposing fuzzy white insects nestled in between needles. "The wooly 
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adelgid," he explains, "is a hitchhikers from Japan, where it isn't a problem. But in 
America it has no natural predators, so nothing can stop it from killing the hemlocks." 
The children look at him sadly and then at the trees. 

To lighten the mood, Jim nods at the skunk cabbage, chubby bulbs ready to spring up 
from the swamp. “You can eat them at this stage and they're delicious but cooking them 
stinks up the whole house.” Further into the forest, Jim points out a shagbark hickory, 
whose trunk has to stretch out along the ground in order to get a piece of the sun.  

And next comes the waterfall, lined with gray boulders, each a little bit shorter than the 
boys scrambling up them.  As they reach the top, girls spring out from the forest and 
three of them run to catch up with the boys. A fourth, Ebony, who is large and heavy with 
a face full of bruises, follows more slowly with Mary. Two other girls, arm in arm, fall 
further behind. 

While Jim leads the nimbler girls along the edge of a waterfall, Mary tries to get Ebony to 
climb the first boulder. "Put one foot here," Mary says, but Ebony can't move. Mary lifts 
Ebony's left foot toward a crevice while supplying a shoulder for the girl's trembling 
hand.  Then, with a big boast, she gets Ebony onto the boulder where Ebony is terrified 
that any movement at all might tip her over and into the waterfall. 

The other climbers tumble down and run past her and Jim follows them into the woods. 
Matt and Claire stay close to Ebony while Mary goes to check on the arm-in-arm girls, 
who are now leaning over a fallen log.  

Claire leaves Matt and walks toward the girls, who seem to be throwing up. But it's worse 
than that: one is gasping for air. 

“Asthma,” Mary says softly. 

The women sit the two girls on the log.  Marquisa and Jennifer could be twins, slight and 
pretty with similar ponytails. Marquisa is shivering. Her socks are wet. Mary offers to 
trade those with her own.  First Jennifer bends down to pull Marquisa's boots off—one of 
two pairs Mary brought in her bag--then she peels the damp socks from her friend's damp 
feet and gives them to Claire who hands them to Mary who passes a dry purple pair back 
via Claire.  To keep Marquisa’s feet warm during the transition, Jennifer covers them 
with her scarf.  Marquisa can barely breathe. 

Claire, also shivering, tries to pull the dry socks over Marquesa’s damp feet but the socks 
do not slide easily. 

“And how about your boots?” Mary says to Marquisa.  “They must be wet, too.  Why 
don’t you take mine." 

Even after this trade, Marquisa can't talk, which doesn't stop Jennifer who says, “Let’s 
climb the waterfall.” 
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Claire suggests that Jennifer climb the waterfall by herself, but Jennifer insists she will 
not leave Marquisa.  So Marquisa, the victim of her friend’s undying loyalty, sets out up 
the hill, her arm draped over Jennifer, Jennifer’s arm around Marquisa’s waist. 

Ebony is still stuck by the waterfall. Matt walks back and forth on the ground. Mary 
climbs the boulder to help Ebony get down.  Jennifer scuttles past Mary and calls on 
Marquisa to join her.  Marquisa, still silent, looks close to fainting.  Claire tells Jennifer 
to go up alone, they will watch her, but adds, “Marquisa stays here.” 

With no protest from Marquisa, Jennifer bolts up to the top.  Ebony stands motionless, 
still glued to the boulder, but looks casually sideways as if she's just pausing. Soon 
Jennifer scuttles down again to rejoin Marquisa and, wrapped up together, they stumble 
into the woods.  

Meanwhile, Matt gives inch-by-inch directions as to to the placement of Ebony's feet. 
Mary does the same for Ebony's hands.  Claire leaves to help Jim with the others. Ebony 
hasn't moved an iota. 

At the end of the trail, the children are sitting on stumps.  Ramon’s feet are freezing.  His 
boots aren’t waterproof after all. Jim's wife has brought donuts and a large canteen of hot 
chocolate.  The children are gleeful and cannot stop talking.  The woods contain all their 
fears and elations, unlike the classroom, which hasn’t room for so many. Claire looks at 
her watch. It's time to head home. 

Then, quietly, Ebony emerges out of the forest, followed by Matt, who is followed by 
Mary. 

“Guess what we saw,” Matt says, coming up to the kids with little brown balls in his 
hands.  “Signs of a deer.”  He'd been thinking of a way to slip Ebony in without notice, 
when he came across the scat—aha! 

And just as the children finish the hot chocolate and donuts, Victor bursts out of the 
forest. Claire's eyes go up, almost into her forehead--she can't blame this one on Matt. 
The children yell that Victor missed the hot chocolate. He doesn’t care.  He can get that 
at home. 

When everyone grabs their things and the children go ahead with Mary and Jim, Matt and 
Claire follow behind.  Claire asks Matt what made him so late. 

“Nothing," said Matt.  "I just got lost.” 

“I should have spent more time with you explaining the map.”  

“That wasn’t it. I got lost. I wasn’t paying attention.  The kids were great though.  After 
all that driving around in circles, not one of them gave me a hard time. But I do feel 
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terrible. They had so little time in the woods to begin with. Sometimes it feels like I do 
everything wrong.” 

“You’re doing a lot right.  The deer scat was brilliant—bringing Ebony in on the 
discovery, making her feel so important, distracting the kids so she could slide into the 
group"  

“Yeah, but you know what was really awesome?” Matt voice now sounds happy.  “None 
of the kids were going to say anything, anyway.” 

Mary and the children stand in the clearing where Jim will one day build his house. She 
has found a piece of quartz, which she puts in Jennifer’s hand, which is buried in Mary’s 
now dirty white glove.  The sun breaks through the canopy and lands on a facet, sparking 
a sudden though short-lived orange flame. Jennifer drops the quartz and Mary picks it up 
again, rotating it slowly to reveal its transparency, its crystalline structure, how the parts 
join together. 

On their ways home Matt decides he WILL be a doctor. Claire thinks maybe she'd rather 
teach. Mary wonders whether she could adopt Ramon—not could she legally but could 
she emotionally. Six years ago she killed a child backing her car out of the driveway. And 
Ramon? He is certain that whatever he does, he'll make lots of money and buy a 
motorcycle like Mary's, which he had spent some time stroking, before climbing into the 
van. 
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Elevator Pitch 
By Zach Murphy 

Troy stepped into a crowded elevator on the way up to his apartment. It was the type of 
“crowded” where you don’t even have enough room to reach into your pockets to grab 
your headphones. Troy would’ve usually waited for the next round because he wasn’t a 
huge fan of the awkward silence that tends to arise in elevators, but he was really anxious 
to get home and plop into bed. 

It’d been a weird week. Troy had to put his beloved dog Bagel down, and he wasn’t 
going to get over it anytime soon, if ever. On the flip side, his manager finally gave him a 
raise. It wasn’t much for filling out spreadsheets all day, but it made Troy’s curiously 
escalating monthly cable bill look a little less jarring. TV was one of the only things that 
could possibly cheer him up.  

Try tried not to make eye contact with anyone in the elevator. It was moments like these 
when he wished he could speed up time. Or teleport. 

“It’s a beautiful day out there,” said a voice from the corner.  

Sometimes the small talk was even more painful than the silence. Troy wondered why 
someone would choose to bring up the weather while in an elevator, of all places. You’re 
inside of a tiny room — inside of another room — inside of a building. 

It was also impossible not to overhear the phone conversations transpiring around him.  

To the right, a woman seemed to be ranting to someone about a sour breakup with a 
friend. “At least I don’t have to pretend to like coffee anymore,” she quipped.  

To the left, there was a man in a suit carrying an unkempt box of office supplies while 
speaking into his Bluetooth device. He seemed to be having some sort of breakdown. 
“They completely blindsided me,” he said. “I don’t know what the hell I’m going to do 
now.”  

Maybe the stock market plummeted again. 

Infront of Troy, there were a pair of teenagers that smelled of smoke and looked higher 
than the 15th floor. They weren’t talking, though. Just scrolling. 

Behind Troy, someone was planning a Friday night celebration. “Bring the good 
champagne,” they said. “This is monumental.” 

As the people all eventually dispersed to their respective floors and went off on their own 
ways, Troy stood there as the last person in the elevator. He suddenly felt a ringing sense 
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of loneliness. And much to his surprise, he somehow missed the strangers that he was 
surrounded by for a few minutes.  

During the final ascension to his floor, Troy thought about the ups and downs of life, 
what his future would hold or not hold, and just how empty his apartment felt without his 
beloved dog Bagel.  

When Troy exited the elevator and got to the door of his apartment, he reached into his 
pockets and realized that he accidentally left his headphones in his car. 
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We Now Return to Your Regularly Scheduled 
Program 

By Michelle Brooks 
 
I tell you, I didn’t know 
it would be like this, the past 
a fever dream of endless days  
that led to this version of myself, 
a haunted house that I dare not 
enter. I am what happens after 
you break the glass in case  
of an emergency. I am the thing 
you bought, the one you imagine  
you couldn’t live without it until  
its possibility morphs into reproach.  
You aren’t the only one who  
keeps something because you  
don’t know what to do with it.  
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In The Dream House by Carmen Maria 
Machado 

Reviewed by Clea Dobrish 
 
In The Dream House by Carmen Maria Machado- a raw, honest and innovatively told 
memoir that paints a new picture of abuse. Machado has recently made herself known in 
the literary world with her short story collection titled Her Body and Other Parties. Using 
fairy tales to depict the stories of multiple women with 
different backgrounds, Machado explores the horrors of how society views and treats 
them. 
 
Although it was her first work, it won The Bard Fiction Prize in 2018 and was a finalist 
for The National Book Award for Fiction. Machado is passionate about women and their 
stories. In her newest work she reclaims her own truth about her abusive relationship. 
Through her collection of poems and essays she faces her trauma using innovative 
literary devices that are suitable for all readers. 
 
In The Dream House is written about Machado's first queer relationship which became 
abusive. Machado's relationship seemed perfect in the beginning; despite the distance 
they stayed together, taking trips and eventually moving in together in the dream house. 
Even though she was so significant, her partner is only ever referred to as "the woman in 
the dream house." Slowly the woman began to act more possessive and aggressive, 
subjecting Machado to violent episodes as well as verbally, psychologically, and 
emotionally abusive outbursts. The relationship with the woman in the dream house 
changed Machado's life as well as the way that she viewed queer people in society. One 
of the many things Machado does brilliantly to illustrate this is reveal how queer people 
are perceived in media. In the piece titled "Dream House as Queer Villainy", Machado 
analyzes her relationship to the way queer stereotypes are portrayed in the media. 
Machado explains, "I know, for example, I should be offended by Disney's lineup of 
vain, effete ne'er-do-wells (Scar, Jafar), sinister drag queens (Ursula, Cruella de Vil), and 
constipated, man-hating power dykes (Lady Tremaine, Maleficent)". While Machado 
understands the fundamental issue of associating queerness with evil, she cannot help but 
to love their theatrical fabulousness, ruthlessness and power. Despite recognizing the 
harmful stereotype, Macahdo identifies them as the most interesting characters because, 
"After all, they live in a world that hates them" (46). Through this memoir, Machado 
works to destroy the stigmas behind queer relationships. 
 
Machado's writing techniques are highly effective in bringing the reader inside not only 
the dream house but the relationship itself. Machado uses literary tropes as well as first 
and second person in order to bring the reader into the dream house and understand the 
truth behind queer relationships. One method that is very effective is her narration, subtle 
shifts between first and second person help engage the reader with the emotional content 
on a deeper level than simply being told. Recalling the first sign of abuse Machado 
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explains, "Her grip goes hard, begins to hurt It is the first time she is touching you in a 
way that is not filled with love and you don't know what to do" (57). 
 
Macahdo adds something for everyone with her writing styles. Within this one memoir 
you can find a choose-your-own adventure story, a musical, a romance novel, a short 
essay analysis of the queer woman in society, and everything in between. Throughout the 
memoir, Machado uses many different literary devices and references. Two of the pieces 
allude to "Chekhov's gun". The idea behind "Chekhov's gun" is that if there is a pistol 
hanging on the wall in the first act it must fire in the last act. This relates to the warning 
signs that were sprinkled through Machado's time with the woman in the dream house. 
There is a piece entitled "Dream House as Chekhov's Gun" where Machado recalls her 
partner getting aggressive on a fun night out, "you can feel her anger; you can't see her 
but the smell of her changes She snaps around you like a venus flytrap" (149). Two 
pieces later, Machado brings the gun back with "Dream House as Chekhov's Trigger" 
where there is another explosive episode, Machado blames herself for making mistakes 
and not realizing the warning signs. On both occasions mentioned in these pieces, 
Machado reflects on the ability for their interactions to go from loving to unpleasant in a 
matter of one drink. These two pieces assure the audience that each piece, each story, is 
in this memoir for a reason. 
 
Another unique aspect of the book are the titles of each piece. They all begin by 
introducing "Dream House as" and alluding to the type of writing that would commence 
in that section. While the titles are crucial to the writing since they can also be read as 
individual works, this repetition has the capacity to remove the reader from the moment. 
 
In The Dream House is a defiant memoir that deals with sensitive material in a way that 
is innovative and easy to digest. Carmen Maria Machado shatters the stereotypes of queer 
relationships and deals with her own experiences through brutal honesty and witty 
humor. 
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The End We Start From by Megan Hunter  
Reviewed by Kelsie Colclough 

 
The End We Start From is Megan Hunter’s ambitious debut novella. Exploring 
motherhood in a flooded Britain is a fascinating concept delivered in the novella in a 
shaky format. The End We Start From leaves you feeling that more than Britain has 
flooded and been swept away; character names are reduced to one letter and paragraphs 
are as short as a sentence do their best to fill the gaps between the tides. 
 
Except for the main character, everyone is addressed by a single letter. The main 
character, new mother of Z and wife of R, is nameless. Pulled into her first-person 
narrative, we’re brought into a world where confusion threatens to drown what words 
remain. With each new character introduced, confusion builds as you keep track of the 
short identifiers. The lack of full names is never explained. Why the floods truly 
happened is never explained. The End We Start From remains in her limited view, where 
our curiosity doesn’t come under her priorities.  
 
The book’s focus is on motherhood. Hunter’s novella struggles at times to maintain its 
emotion as the new mother can feel detached from the world around her, perhaps from 
shock, and so while the relationship between her and her baby is there it is difficult to feel 
a strong connection to the two of them. You feel alone as you watch their journey unfold. 
The book delivers fantastic snippets of emotion between the mother and child: “Z learns 
to cry loudly again. He is not the only one.” These have a big impact when they hit but 
compared to McCarthy’s The Road, the connection with the child seems sparse. You’re 
left wanting the book to carry its promise of connection just a little further. Still, those 
snippets of sympathy do well to communicate the nightmare of the floods and the 
lingering worry of climate change hoovers at the borders of our imagination, threating to 
spill over at any moment. 
 
The novella uses a strange, but oddly captivating format of short paragraphs and snippets 
of scenes to tell the story of the new mother’s journey. The gaps exist as if as if the book 
is taking deep breaths in between each paragraph. Some have described the novella as 
more like poetry than prose, and while it’s not an inaccurate description, the book reads 
more like pieces of someone’s notebook. The mother scrawls pieces of her life on the 
pages and we’re just trying to put the notes together. Often, I would want more from the 
book and all it gave me were page breaks. Still, what it does give is good quality. But 
don’t go into this book expecting your curiosity to be satisfied. 
 
While The End We Start From offers no answers, it does offer moments of stunningly 
insightful prose. The writing has outstanding moments like “We are the only people here. 
The truth: we’ve always felt like this” which brings a common human experience to the 
forefront. The novella fears climate change for the loneliness it will reveal to us as human 
relationships suffer as the land we stand on falls apart, so does everything else. That 
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sense of interconnected self isn’t rare in climate dystopias, but The End We Start From is 
ambitious in the way it is communicated. 
 
The plot of the novella is sparse, with Z and his mother drifting from place to place, 
searching for safety, and hoping to be reunited with R. The End We Start From has no 
action-packed plot, instead it is devoted to watching Z grow. The mother’s focus is on Z, 
her baby son, and this acts as an anchor for a book that would otherwise slip away from 
us all together. The action of the floods appears close to the characters as it disrupts their 
lives but is most often on the edges of their reality. 
 
From a technical standpoint, The End We Start From is an interesting take on the 
dystopian narrative. For its unique method, the novella has little left to spend on its 
characters. Connection is fleeting and the novella can lack emotional impact at times. 
However, it has some good moments, overall good descriptions, and the format is a 
unique way to approach a dystopian world. It is thought provoking without being 
overwhelming. The novella leaves you feeling uncertain for the future it speculates and 
unsure of what you’ve just experienced, but glad that you did. 
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Sunlit Imagery, Heartfelt Lament:  
Two Chapbooks by William Heath 

Reviewed by David Salner 
 
William Heath’s distinguished writing career includes scholarly books plus crime and 
historical novels. With these two new chapterbooks Heath shows us what he can do as a 
poet, from sunlit imagery to heartfelt lament. The reader would expect a mastery of 
setting in a volume titled Leaving Seville. But Heath’s lines contain an emotional 
resonance that takes them beyond simple poetry of place: 
 
This is called 
falling in love [ . . .] 
a shared place 
in the summer 
a quaint pueblo, 
flowered balconies, 
whitewashed walls, 
nearby mountains, 
and an easy 
walk to the sea. 
 
A narrow imagistic focus delivers poignant meditations on the human drama unfolding 
around him. In a family restaurant, he observes the operatic shouting of a father and 
son—followed by the delicious details of a Mediterranean meal. Tucked into these poems 
is a vision of how the world shimmers into language, for example when he describes how 
he lives “on a street named/consolation/near the corner/where water meets life.” 
 
The language of Night Moves in Ohio is less constrained, but filtered nonetheless, 
through memory. Self-effacing humor is balanced against the sadness of time past. This 
book is a lament, not only for “the brutal lost beauty” of a steel producing area but for the 
images of growing up, from a paperboy snipping the wire on his bundle of papers so that 
“the wire girding the stack/snaps back and the papers/fluff up as if in relief”—to 
adolescent dreams of basketball stardom and romance. Even the poems on serious topics, 
like “Mom’s Final Days,” are delivered to us with a bite. 
 
After the fire goes out of the steel valley—what remains is no sorry tale of loss. 
Important memories linger, and they should be recorded, as Heath has done here, 
triumphs, each and every poem in this volume. 
 
The deft imagery of Leaving Seville lingers in our minds. Night Moves is plain-spoken, 
often funny, but with the subtle rhythms and narrative ingenuity of damn good hindsight. 
Heath is a poet for those of us who have grown tired of the showy, poetic language and 
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self-centered perspectives so familiar today. He is more modest, more self-deprecating, a 
poet whose insights give us a refreshing hint at a worldly, intelligent persona. 
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The Greatest Love Story Ever Told by Megan 
Mullally & Nick Offerman 

Reviewed by Dani Watkins 

The Greatest Love Story Ever Told is an open account of two lovebirds and how they 
came to be. The story is designed differently than most memoirs or autobiographies. The 
book is written as a conversation between Megan Mullally and Nick Offerman discussing 
the start of their acting careers, how they met, and their marriage. 

The two come from different families and interests. Megan enjoys books, while Nick like 
hammers (don't ask). Their common values of respect, decency, and the ability to 
mention genitalia keeps their marriage fun and upbeat. Something that couples 
everywhere strive for. 
It was love at first sight when they finally met in 2000 while acting in The Berlin Circle. 
Since they have appeared in other films and television shows like Park and Recreation. If 
you haven't seen the show, you definitely should! 

Throughout the years, they have both gone through various obstacles in both their 
personal and public life. In the book, they explain their thoughts about being in the 
spotlight. 18 years later the two are still together and it's no wonder why! 

Is the winter blues getting you down? Well, head on over to Audible and either use a 
credit or purchase The Greatest Love Story Ever Told. Yes, Audible and I'll tell you why. 

Oh. My. God. 

I was in tears laughing! After my attempt to find a funny book last year, I have been 
hesitant to read another humorous book. This one had a lot of hype surrounding it and 
after talking to a few accounts on Instagram who recommended it, I added it to this year's 
list. 

The hardcover copy reads like a screenplay so that's why I recommend getting the 
audiobook version. The two of them read it versus a voice actor. One downside about the 
audiobook is that the hardcover copy includes photos of the two, which I would have 
loved to have seen. Rather than skipping over that in the audiobook, the two describe the 
images. I loved that they did that because they poked fun of themselves and each other 
which I feel like more people need to do these days. You can tell that they look at the 
mirror and love what they see. 

Seriously, pick up this book, see what true love is like, and enjoy a good laugh. 
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Let's Chat with author and producer Lancelot Schaubert 

I recently got the chance to speak with author and producer Lancelot Schaubert whose 
book Bell Hammers is available to read now. Keep reading to see what advice Schaubert 
has for his fellow authors and what he enjoys most about writing. 

What inspired you to write BELL HAMMERS? 

An accident. Normally I write scifi, fantasy, and the like, but I started interviewing the 
elder men in my family because there's so little institutional and familial memory in 
Southern Illinois. As I did, I started to undercover multiple, multiple lawsuits my family 
should have filed against a couple of energy corporations. I wanted to tell their stories. 

Was there a book or author that you admired that played a role when developing 
BELL HAMMERS? 

With his last words to me, my maternal grandpa Deno Bubba recommended Paul Angle's 
Bloody Williamson as a key to unlocking some of my family's past. The further I went 
into that book, the more it taught me about what my own family had experienced and the 
more clues it gave me for exploring resource surveys and economic development plans 
from the midcentury that had been hiding in corporate libraries in New York City. 

It is often said that in order to write something, you must believe in what you are 
writing. Do you agree with that? 

I mean, yes. 

C.S. Lewis said writers ought to know exactly what they want to say and say exactly that. 
If you didn't want to tell the truth, why write? I definitely believed that we needed to 
expose the evils that large cities and corporations visited upon Southern Illinois, things 
that continue to harm the people that live there, that even screwed up my life still — but I 
believed I should do it hilariously. I think I did. My brother — who calls me his big sister 
— doesn't think I'm that funny. He's the sort of guy that, in terms of lived experience, 
wracks up several one-armed stripper stories before settling down and starting a family. 

Do you have a set schedule for writing, or are you one of those who write only when 
they feel inspired? 

I write only when I'm inspired every morning at 9am sharp. 

Tell us about your writing style, how is it different from other writers? 
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By style, I assume you mean prose and narrative? Three ways: 

In terms of prose in this novel, BELL HAMMERS, I focused on evoking the extremely 
regional dialect of Southern Illinois as well as the sort of long-winded sentences that oral 
storytellers in those regions use. You know, the sort of sentences that are short stories in 
and of themselves: 

Beth tucked her chin and grinned like she did when she’d fished for a compliment and 
got what she wanted but still hadn’t expected on account of that insecurity her own 
daddy’d put in her. 

That sort of thing. 

In terms of stylistic flair, I'm a huge fan of old english alliterative meter, not mere 
alliteration, but the sort of alliteration that shows up all the time in English phrases like 
black and blue, spick and span, in for a dime in for a dollar. Our language works that 
way. Even in the previous sentence. Or something like: 

...tanned hides of those heifers of Jim Hunter’s that they’d barbecued after accidentally 
killing them with... 

It's not a perfect example, but it definitely has several feet taken straight out of an 
alliterative poem. 

As for narrative, my narratives are wild. Absolutely badshit crazy. This novel is about 
four generations of carpenters taking on a major oil company using pranks. Practical 
jokes. This novel seems literary and historical fiction, but three major events of it connect 
to an entire universe full of giant wolfsnakes and magic and shapeshifters who confront 
Big Data's spying. So I guarantee, even if you hate my books, you won't encounter a story 
like mine anywhere else. 

What, according to you, is the hardest thing about writing? 

Explaining to everyone important in your life over and over again how short the time is, 
how long it takes to write a novel from start to printed hardback — often 2 or 4 years — 
and getting them to respect it as much as if you went outside to pull the weeds. People 
don't really respect your time as a writer. They think it's stupid or childish or that other 
things should take precidence. No one asks a farmer fifteen times a day why he's sowing 
seeds or buying more acreage or walking the borders of the land. 

What would you say is the easiest aspect of writing? 

When you get into the world and you just go. You just take off running and flying and 
sailing the stars. There's nothing like that other than maybe sledding down a massive 
mountain you climbed yourself or camping alone in the wild or full immersion in a 
culture and language you've never known. It's not unlike culture shock — invigorating, 
intoxicating, real. Mostly just real. Tolkien taught us that. I think when we're making 
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something, we're testifying to the truest nature of ourselves and reality: that we're created 
beings. Anyone that doubts that hasn't thought through the contingent state of affairs in 
which we find ourselves. Gravity, for instance, or super strings vibrating in the tenth 
dimension or even the multiverse — none of these things contain the cause of their own 
ontology. And interacting with your own characters is a way to get perspective on that. 

Have you ever experienced “Writer’s Block”? How long do they usually last? Any 
tips you would like to share to overcome it? 

Rothfuss says that plumbers don't get plumbers block. I agree with that, however I know 
that he's had swaths of dryness. King has — his block for The Stand lasted a year. 
Everyone has. I think two things we forget make us more stuck: 

1. We forget that all writers are humans and humans can get depressed. When they do, 
they get stuck. Frozen in time. That's not a writing thing. That's just a human thing. 
Happens to carpenters and CEOs and stay at home moms. 

2. We forget that a large swath of writing is thinking, as hinted at with the "write what 
you believe" thing above. If you're stuck, you likely need (a) research, (b) imagination, 
and (c) memory to pull from and to do the hard work of solving the puzzle. That's really 
all it is. Recently I wrote myself into a corner 30,000 words deep on the 10th draft of 
THE MOST pain in the ass story I've ever worked on. So I went back to the start and 
looked at the decisions I'd made and reworked the step outline from scratch. I'm writing 
forward now, slowly, working those notes back in and eventually will arrive back at that 
30,000th word. It'll end up cutting some 20,000 words from the previous draft, maybe 
more. And it took about 3 weeks to figure out the problem. But enough walks, enough 
sitting on a hillside away from the internet and doing the hard work of outline and 
backstory, and I'm back at it. 

I could have fretted, right? I could have sat and stewed that it was taking 3 WHOLE 
WEEKS and I got zero wordcount in. But then I might get depressed. And then I'm right 
and truly double stuck because I'm a writer who isn't doing the hard work of thinking and 
I'm also a human who's depressed. 

Rather than all that drama, I'd much rather go easy on myself, take the 3 weeks to think 
and plan and solve the puzzle. Remember. Imagine. Do some more research. Then when I 
write forward it'll come out quick as a feverdream when the fever breaks. Quick as Jesus 
rebuking the fever clean out of Peter's mother. It comes that quick. But you can't fret 
about it. And because it takes 3 weeks or so to do that hard work, depending on the size 
of the problem, novels take a long time. And all that walking and thinking? They'll shame 
you for it. They'll talk like you're doing nothing, wasting your life, not making a good 
contribution to society. 

But their entire idea of society is predicated on writers, so forget them. Forget all about 
them. You go away and think and solve the problems they haven't even dreamed of yet. 
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They'll thank you when you're dead. Or they won't. But you're not doing it for praise or 
money or power anyways. You're doing it because it's good, beautiful, and true. 

Any advice you would like to give to aspiring writers? 

Read. Think. Write. Revise.* Repeat. 

*meaning write the whole manuscript over again. 

Are you working on something new at the moment? 

Writing for me is like sowing orchards, so I have different nurseries at different stages. 
Cold Brewed — the graphic novel — is coming out in print in January 2021 after BELL 
HAMMERS. Of Gods and Globes 2 comes out soon. So that's new to the reader, though 
not to me. THE GREENWOOD POET is a sort of romantic, nature-based meditation on 
gothic urban cemeteries. "Old growth" in terms of the orchard. 

Mid-growth is a horror novella IT RIDES UPON US is basically Over the River and 
through the Hood — Red Riding Hood meets The Warriors with a giant wolfdragon as 
the badguy. THE FACELESS is my answer to warrantless wiretapping, sensors, and 
cameras in the big data future — you know, flocks and murmurations of drones and 
whatnot. OVERMORROW is a sort of reverse Narnia for kids. FISTFUL OF DIAPERS 
is a picturebook western. Working on all of those, more or less. 

New saplings? I'm working on a novel called ARCANUM, DARKE COUNTY that's my 
response to SALEM'S LOT. An old school vampire horror with a unique mythos. Some 
others, but like I said, different projects at different stages. 

There's always something new in the Vale Short Stories series. 

Is there anything else you would like to share with our readers? 

Well one time Remmy of Bell Hammers had to have a bunch of Freemasons and Shriners 
over for dinner that he didn’t like all that much but he had to on account of how much 
influence they had in the town, he just had to do it. So he bought up some old chairs and 
took out the planks underneath and reupholstered them with some old curtains he’d found 
out by the side of the road. Well they all stood respectfully when Beth came in, all around 
the table and Remmy said, “Let’s stand and say grace standing.” And he said, “Thank 
you, Good Lord, for humbling us like you do and dragging us low so that we can know 
what it is to suffer well like your son.” And then he said, “Let’s be seated,” and all ten of 
those Freemasons and Shriners sat down on those chairs that had nothing but fabric and 
they all bust right through, butts and all, dangling out the holes like some sort of barreled 
boys. 

Please pre-order BELL HAMMERS at: 

● Your Local Bookstore 
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● Book Depository 
● Abe Books 
● Walmart 
● Amazon 
● Try a free sample of Bell Hammers 
● Goodreads 
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Contributors 
 
Michelle Brooks has published a collection of poetry, Make Yourself Small, 
(Backwaters Press), and a novella, Dead Girl, Live Boy, (Storylandia Press). Her poetry 
collection, Pretty in A Hard Way, was published by Finishing Line Press in 2019. Her 
collection, The Pretend Life, was published by Atmosphere Press in February 2020. A 
native Texan, she has spent much of her adult life in Detroit. 
 
Clea Dobrish is an aspiring Creative Writing major at Eckerd College. She am currently 
working to get more involved as a writer and editor for the school newspaper to help 
develop and strengthen her skills in writing and publishing. Her work has yet to be 
published but hopes to one day have her writing published in literary magazines and other 
journals as well as working with writing as a form of art therapy. 
 
Kelsie Colclough holds a BA in English & Creative Writing from Staffordshire 
University. She has been published in Variety Pack, Corvid Queen, and Palm Sized 
Press. She can be found on Twitter @klcolclough. 
 
Eric D. Goodman is the author of four books, including Tracks: A Novel in Stories 
(Atticus, 2011) and Womb: a novel in utero (Merge, 2017). “Rain and Pain” is an excerpt 
from his new novel, Setting the Family Free (Apprentice House, 2019). Learn more about 
Eric and his writing at www.EricDGoodman.com.  
 
Brad Kelly is an alumnus of the Michener Center for Writers at the University of Texas. 
His work has appeared in *Midwestern Gothic*, *Cobalt, The Underground, Barnstorm, 
*and elsewhere. He currently makes a living as a sewer engineer in Detroit and will soon 
be releasing his novel *House of Sleep* one way or another. You can follow him on 
Twitter at @BradKelly. 
 
Barbara Milton has published three stories in the Paris Review, one of these stories won 
a Pushcart Prize and was also published in the Pushcart anthology, LOVE STORIES 
FOR THE TIME BEING. Milton's writing has also been featured in JuxtaProse, the 
North American Review, the Apalachee Quarterly, The Adirondack Review, and several 
other literary magazines. Three of these stories were also nominated for a Pushcart Prize. 
Her prize for winning the Word Beat Press award was a collection of her stories in the 
chapbook, A Small Cartoon, and she recently won first prize in the Winning Writers 
Short Story Contest. 
 
Zach Murphy is a Hawaii-born writer who somehow ended up in the often chilly but 
charming land of St. Paul, Minnesota. His stories have appeared in Peculiars Magazine, 
Ellipsis Zine, Emerge Literary Journal, The Bitchin’ Kitsch, WINK, and the Wayne 
Literary Review. He lives with his wonderful wife Kelly and loves cats and movies. 
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David Salner’s latest collection is The Stillness of Certain Valleys (Broadstone Books, 
2019). His poetry has appeared in many journals including Threepenny Review, Iowa 
Review, Prairie Schooner, Beloit Poetry Journal, and other magazines. You can visit him 
on the web at www.DSalner.wix.com/salner 

Lancelot Schaubert has published work in anthologies like Author in Progress, Harry 
Potter for Nerds, and Of Gods and Globes — the last of which he edited and featured 
stories by Juliet Marillier (whose story was nominated for an Aurealis award), Anne 
Greenwood Brown, Dr. Anthony Cirilla, LJ Cohen, FC Shultz, and Emily Munro. His 
work Cold Brewed reinvented the photonovel for the digital age and caught the attention 
of the Missouri Tourism Board who commissioned him to write and direct a second 
photonovel, The Joplin Undercurrent, in partnership with award-winning photographer, 
Mark Neuenschwander. He remains a committed husband to the grooviest girl on earth 
and is a public advocate for more free-range trees. You know, Ents. 
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Contests 
Writing contests are one of the ways the Book Smuggler's Den encourages writers to gain 
confidence and get your work in front of as many readers as possible. Contests are also a 
way of building a report and can help you attract the attention of an editor. Plus, contests 
are a blast! Below are some upcoming contests that we encourage you to submit to. 
 
Sign up for The Book Smuggler's Den e-newsletter to get the inside scoop on our latest 
contest announcements. 
 
Essay 
 
The Diana Woods Memorial Award in Creative Non-Fiction Creative nonfiction essays 
of no more than 5,000 words on any subject, are eligible for consideration for this award. 
Works must not have been published elsewhere. Award winners are required to submit a 
100-word biography, recent photo and a short note thanking the Woods family for their 
generosity and support. Deadline: February and August of each year Fee: None Prize: 
$250 and publication in Lunch Ticket 
 
Erma Bombeck Writing Competition The Erma Bombeck Writing Competition, 
sponsored biennially by the Washington-Centerville Public in conjunction with the Erma 
Bombeck Writers’ Workshop, pays tribute to Erma Bombeck, one of the greatest 
humorists of our times. Previously unpublished personal essays of 450 words or less that 
capture the essence of Erma’s writings will be accepted in the humor and human interest 
categories. Entries are accepted from anywhere in the world, and all will be blind judged 
by a panel of accomplished authors, columnists, screenwriters, stand-up comedians and 
writing teachers. Bill Bryson, best known for his humorous books on travel as well as a 
variety of other genres, including the English language, science, history, and non-fiction, 
will serve as the finalist judge for the humor essays. Jess Montgomery, a columnist and 
author of historical mysteries, will serve as the finalist judge for the human interest 
essays. Deadline: Current not accepting submissions. We'll update you as soon as they 
reopen again. 
 
Fiction 
 
2019 Accenti Writing Contest The contest is open to prose works. Entries can be fiction, 
non-fiction or creative non-fiction. Entries must be previously unpublished and not under 
consideration by any other publication. Entries must be original and not a translation of a 
previously published work. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We'll update 
you as soon as they reopen again. 
 
Annual Barren Flash Fiction Prize Our first annual flash fiction contest. Rules and 
instructions are listed on our website. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. 
We'll update you as soon as they reopen again. 
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Chicago Tribune’s Nelson Algren Literary Awards A nationally recognized contest for 
original short fiction, named in honor of the Chicago literary great Nelson Algren. The 
contest has been held annually since 1981. The award has been presented to a number of 
distinguished authors, including Louise Erdrich and Stuart Dybek. Deadline: Currently 
not accepting submissions. We'll update you as soon as they reopen again. 
 
Daisy Pettles Women Writers Writing Contest The Daisy Pettles Women Writers Writing 
Contest is open to women writers, age 40+, published or unpublished. Fiction or 
Non-Fiction writing projects are eligible. Poetry is excluded. Deadline: Currently not 
accepting submissions. We'll update you as soon as they reopen again. 
 
Dream Quest One Poetry & Writing Contest Open to anyone who enjoys expressing 
innermost thoughts and feelings into the beautiful literary art of writing a story that’s 
worth telling everyone! Welcome to all, having the ability to dream. Write a short story, 5 
pages maximum length, on any subject or theme, fiction or non-fiction (including essay 
compositions, diary, journal entries, short screenplays, and screenwriting). Also, all 
entries must be either typed or legibly hand-printed. Deadline: 8/15/2020 Fee: $10 per 
short story Prize: $500 
 
fresh.ink (that’s an intentional lowercase), a new platform that connects writers with beta 
readers. Submissions will be judged by readers on the fresh.ink mobile app, based on 
how many people finish reading your work and how they rate it. Deadline: Currently not 
accepting submissions. We'll update you as soon as they reopen again. 
 
New Voices Award This award is given for a previously unpublished children’s picture 
book manuscript (of no more than 1,500 words) written by a writer of color. The 2019 
deadline has passed, please check back for updates Fee: None Prize: $1,000 cash and a 
standard publication contract 
 
Halloween Flash Fiction Share a Halloween Horror story for this writing contest. But the 
catch is you only have 500 words (or less) to do it. Share your horror story by Halloween 
to enter this flash fiction writing contest. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. 
We'll update you as soon as they reopen again. 
 
Scribble Short Story Contest for Beginning and Emerging Writers The Editors of 
Scribble welcome those who have never been published and those who’ve had short 
fiction published up to several times to submit for the chance to win a cash prize and 
publication in Scribble’s January 2020 edition. Deadline: Currently not accepting 
submissions. We'll update you as soon as they reopen again. 
 
ServiceScape Short Story Award For this award, any genre or theme of short story is 
accepted. All applicants should submit their original unpublished work of short fiction or 
nonfiction, 5,000 words or fewer, to be considered. Deadline: 11/29/2020 Fee: None 
Prize: $1,000.00 USD, and the winner will have his or her short story featured on the 
blog 
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The Writer 2019 Fall Short Story Contest Submit your very best fictional short story in 
2,000 words or less. Any theme, subject, or genre is fair game, as long as it falls under 
2,000 words. Deadline: 3/3/2020 Fee: $25 Prize: $1,000 
 
This Story Starts With This Sentence Write a story with the sentence: We heard 
something. You can write about anything – just start the story with the provided sentence. 
Cash prize to the winner. Deadline: 7/15/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100 
 
Virginia B. Ball Creative Writing Competition The contest is open to students who are in 
grades 8–11 during the 2019-20 school year. Students must submit writing samples in at 
least two of the following genres: fiction, poetry, personal essay/memoir, screenwriting, 
playwriting, and hybrid genre. You should submit no more than 5 pieces total. Deadline: 
Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We'll update you as soon as they reopen 
again. 
 
Writer's Digest Competitions One of the longest-running writing competitions, this 
contest spotlights up and coming writers in a number of categories, including 
Memoirs/Personal Essay, Print or Online Article and Genre Short Story. Deadline: See 
link for multiple deadline Fee: start at $20 Prize: The Grand Prize winner gets $5,000, a 
feature in Writer’s Digest magazine, a paid trip to a writing conference and more 
 
Write the World Each month Write the World holds a new competition, developed 
around a particular idea or genre of writing, such as poetry, fantasy, sports journalism, or 
flash fiction. Competitions encourage you to dig deeper into the writing process, try out 
new genres and share your work with a sea of eager readers. Deadline: Monthly Fee: 
None Prize: The winning entrant receives $100, and the runner-up and best peer-reviewer 
receive $50. All three winners will be featured on our blog, with commentary from our 
guest judge 
 
General 
 
The Borgen Project & The Daily Dosage The contest is open to all high school and 
college students (including undergraduate and graduate students) across the world. The 
prompt is as follows: With respect for the 785 million people who lack access to clean 
water, in 785 words or less, describe what it means to be a responsible global citizen in 
the field of science. Feel free to get creative! You can tell us a short story, write a poem, 
draw on the lives of historical figures or your own experience, compose a short script, or 
write a standard essay. Deadline: June 14, 2020 at 11:00 p.m. EST (starting date and 
time) —July 25, 2020 at 11:00 p.m. EST (ending date and time). Fee: $5.00 Prize: 
Publication on the official Daily Dosage website, $100 cash to the wining author, and an 
interview to bea featured on The Borgen Project's State of the Union Page and Facebook 
page  
 
Poetry 
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15 Syllable Writing Contest Write a poem that only has 15 syllables to enter this poetry 
contest. You can write about anything. You can write a poem of any type. The only 
requirement is that the total number of syllables in your poem is 15. What can you write 
when you only have 15 syllables to work with? Deadline: 8/6/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: 
$100 
 
2020 Sonia Sanchez-Langston Hughes Poetry Contest 
Each year, Split This Rock sponsors a national poetry contest which serves to raise the 
visibility and prestige of poetry of provocation and witness. Formerly known as Split 
This Rock’s Annual Poetry Contest, the contest was renamed in 2017 as the Sonia 
Sanchez-Langston Hughes Poetry Contest. The new name honors two poets significant to 
Split This Rock: Langston Hughes who penned the poem “Big Buddy” from which Split 
This Rock takes its name and Sonia Sanchez who opened the very first Split This Rock 
Poetry Festival in 2008 and served as guest judge for the 2018 contest. Contest winning 
poems are published on Split This Rock’s website and in The Quarry: A Social Justice 
Poetry Database. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We'll update you as 
soon as they reopen again.  
 
3 Line Poetry Contest Share a poem that only has three lines to enter this poetry contest. 
The syllable count for your poem should be 5-7-5 or 5-7-7. So the first line has five 
syllables, the second line has seven syllables. The final line either has five or seven 
syllables. The topic is open – so write about anything. Cash prize to the winner. Deadline: 
7/24/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100 
 
The Brunel University African Poetry Prize The prize is open to African poets who have 
not yet had a full-length poetry book published. Self-published poetry books, chapbooks 
and pamphlets are exempt from this stipulation. Only poems written in English are 
accepted. Poems translated into English are also accepted with a percentage of the prize 
going to the translator. Each entrant must submit 10 poems to be eligible, no more and no 
less. There is no stipulation as to the content of submitted poems but no poem should 
exceed 30 lines in length. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We'll update 
you as soon as they reopen again. 
 
Faith Poetry Contest Share a poem of faith. How does your faith impact you? Your 
lifestyle? Write a poem of any type. Deadline: 7/19/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100 
 
Halloween Poetry Contest Share your Halloween Poem for this poetry contest. Write a 
poem of any type – but keep in mind the theme. Cash prize to the winner. Deadline: 
Currently not accepting submissions. We'll update you as soon as they reopen again. 
 
ZenGarden.club 
We invite you to create a very short story (350 words or less) based on the picture prompt 
on the contest page. Use your imagination, and see what stories you see in this picture, 
entitled “Scary”! 
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Tanka Poetry Contest What’s a Tanka? A Tanka is a poem that only has five lines. Each 
line has a specific syllable count. That count is 5-7-5-7-7. So the first line of your poem 
will have five syllables. The second line will have seven. The third line will have five 
again. The fourth and fifth line will have seven syllables. Cash prize to the winner of this 
poetry contest. Deadline: 7/31/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100 
 
The Tufts Poetry Awards Based at Claremont Graduate University and given for poetry 
volumes published in the preceding year – are not only two of the most prestigious prizes 
a contemporary poet can receive, they also come with hefty purses: $100,000 for the 
Kingsley Tufts Poetry Award and $10,000 for the Kate Tufts Discovery Award. This 
makes the Kingsley Tufts award the world’s largest monetary prize for a single collection 
of poetry. Deadline: The 2019 deadline has passed, please check back for updates Fee: 
None Prize: $100,000 
 
Two Line Poem Our two line poem is fun and a bit of a challenge. Write a poem that only 
has two lines. The twist is that there should be an internal rhyme and an end rhyme. See 
an example in the contest announcement. Deadline: 7/3/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100 
 
Wingless Dreamer Poetry Contest This is an open letter to all the aspiring writers around 
the globe to participate in our Wingless Dreamer Literary Contest 2019. After a huge 
success of our first edition, “Passionate Penholders” we are happy to announce that we 
are seeking submissions for the second edition of Wingless Dreamer. We give emerging 
writers a platform to gain recognition through their Literary submissions disregard of 
their nationality, gender, age, disability or race differences. Deadline: Currently not 
accepting submissions. We'll update you as soon as they reopen again. 
 
Dream Quest One Poetry & Writing Contest Open to anyone who enjoys expressing 
innermost thoughts and feelings into the beautiful literary art of poetry. Welcome to all, 
having the ability to dream. Write a poem, 30 lines or fewer on any subject, style, or 
form, typed or neatly hand printed. Also, all entries must be either typed or legibly 
hand-printed. Deadline: 8/15/2020 Fee: $5 per poem Prize: Poetry First Prize is $250 
 
Publications 
 
The Anisfield-Wolf Book Awards recognizes outstanding works that contribute to our 
understanding of racism and our appreciation of cultural diversity. Awards are given for 
fiction, poetry and nonfiction. Books must be written in English and published and 
copyrighted in 2019 to be eligible for the 2020 prize. Deadline: 12/31/2020 Fee: None 
Prize: $10,000 
 
Cabell First Novelist Award Seeks to honor first-time novelists “who have navigated 
their way through the maze of imagination and delivered a great read.” Novels published 
the previous year are accepted. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We'll 
update you as soon as they reopen again. 
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Minotaur Books / Mystery Writers of America First Crime Novel Competition 
Writers 18 and older who have never had a novel published (in any genre) are eligible for 
this prize, awarded for an original book-length manuscript where murder or another 
serious crime or crimes is at the heart of the story. Deadline: Currently not accepting 
submissions. We'll update you as soon as they reopen again. 
 
Friends of American Writers Chicago Awards Each year FAW recognizes new emerging 
Midwestern authors or those whose novels or non-fiction writing are set in the Midwest. 
Each year the Literature Awards Committee reads and reviews dozens of books for 
selection of the current year award winners. The author must be a resident (or previously 
have been a resident for approximately five years) of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, North Dakota, Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota or 
Wisconsin; or the locale of the book must be in a region identified above. The books can 
be fiction or creative non-fiction. Self-published (vanity press) and e-Books are not 
eligible. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We'll update you as soon as they 
reopen again. 
 
Tony Hillerman Prize for Best First Mystery Set in the Southwest Competition Each 
potential entrant must not be the author of a published mystery novel and must not be a 
party to any agreement with a publisher pursuant to which a mystery novel written by the 
entrant may be published. For purposes of these Official Rules, “mystery novel” means a 
book of fiction in which murder or another serious crime or crimes is at the heart of the 
story, and emphasis is on the solution rather than the details of the crime.of at least 
40,000 words and “published” means a work that has been published or made publicly 
available, in whole or part, as a print book, e-book or in any other media. Deadline: 
Currently not accepting submissions. We'll update you as soon as they reopen again. 
 
W.Y. Boyd Literary Award for Excellence in Military Fiction This award honors the best 
fiction set in a period when the United States was at war. It recognizes the service of 
American veterans and military personnel and encourages the writing and publishing of 
outstanding war-related fiction. Submissions may be adult or YA novels. Deadline: 
Annually Fee: None Prize: $5,000 
 
Screenplay 
 
BlueCat Screenplay Competition The BlueCat Screenplay Competition, now in its 22nd 
year, is open for submissions for its 2020 competition. BlueCat remains committed to the 
undiscovered writer and continues its tradition of providing written analysis on every 
script submitted. BlueCat accepts features, shorts, and pilots and awards over $40,000 in 
cash prizes each year, including the Fellini Award, which gives $2,500 to the best script 
written by an international writer. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We'll 
update you as soon as they reopen again. 
 
Contact us today if you have a writing contest you'd like to feature here! 
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